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the “third wave” of democratization gave rise to Francis Fukuyama’s 
well-known statement that democracy appeared to represent the endpoint 
of human history.1 Apparently reaffirming this claim, a new wave of in-
ternational public-opinion surveys finds striking support for democracy 
around the globe. World Values Survey data indicate that “in country 
after country throughout the world, a clear majority of the population 
endorses democracy,”2 while opinion surveys in Eastern Europe, Africa, 
and East Asia also describe broad support for democracy, even in some 
of the most unlikely places.3 Indeed, the breadth of democratic support 
is often amazing, with majorities of the public in nations as diverse as 
Azerbaijan, Iran, and Vietnam stating that democracy is the best form of 
government, even if it has its faults. 
 This public-opinion evidence has generated questions about the sub-
stance of popular support for democracy in many developing nations. 
Some skeptics claim that most residents in such countries are preoccu-
pied with economic needs and have little understanding of democracy. 
To peasants in Afghanistan or Zimbabwe, democracy may have positive 
connotations, but their understanding of the concept might be vague or 
without content. Alternatively, some skeptics suggest that support for 
democracy signals a desire for Western income levels and living stan-
dards, and not for a democratic political system. Still others suggest 
that rhetorical support for democracy has lost meaning, as democracy is 
now embraced even by nondemocrats because of the positive image and 
legitimacy that it enjoys. 
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 So how do ordinary people understand democracy? Do contemporary 
publics display a reasonable understanding of the meaning of democra-
cy, and what are the contents of their definitions? We draw upon nearly 
fifty national public-opinion surveys that have recently explored this 
question in Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe, and Latin America. For a sub-
set of nations, we track how perceptions change after a transition from 
authoritarianism to democracy. Finally, we discuss the implications of 
these patterns for the democratization process as well as for programs 
meant to facilitate democratization.

Defining Democracy

 It is rumored that a Chinese student at the 1989 Tiananmen Square 
democracy rally held a poster that read, “I don’t know what democracy 
means, but I know we need more of it.” In fact, democracy is a concept 
with a variety of potential meanings, and it is not simple to grasp or 
define. 
 Thus one might begin by asking whether the average citizen—es-
pecially in poor and less democratic nations—can offer a reasonable 
definition of democracy. Even in advanced industrial democracies, re-
search often highlights the limited political knowledge and sophistica-
tion of mass publics. Does a peasant in a developing nation—who often 
has little schooling and limited access to mass media—have a basis for 
understanding or evaluating democracy? Some prior surveys suggest 
that public understanding of democracy is common, but this remains an 
uncertain pattern across other democratizing nations.4 The first ques-
tion is therefore, what percentage of the public offers any definition of 
democracy?
 For those who offer a definition of democracy, the question turns 
to which factors they emphasize. The most widely employed scholarly 
definitions of democracy focus on the institutions and procedures of 
democratic governance. For example, Robert Dahl’s seminal writings 
largely equate democracy with the institutions and processes of repre-
sentative government.5 If citizens can participate equally in free and 
fair elections, and if elections direct the actions of government, then the 
standards of democracy are met. Indeed, Freedom House rankings and 
other democracy indicators often treat free and fair elections as a defin-
ing element of democracy.
 Similarly, the democracy-building activities of governments and 
international NGOs often focus on democracy’s institutional and pro-
cedural aspects. Democracy-promotion groups advise governments on 
constitutional reforms; fund public-education programs to explain the 
nature of electoral politics and other democratic procedures; monitor 
elections; and provide aid to create political organizations. Thus we 
might expect people to think of democracy in institutional and proce-
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dural terms, and to cite “free and fair elections,” “multiparty competi-
tion,” and “majority rule” as democracy’s defining elements. Indeed, 
surveys that present respondents with a list of items to define democracy 
often find that voting, elections, and such procedural choices are com-
mon responses.6 
 People might also define democracy in terms of its outcomes. De-
mocracy emphasizes freedom and liberty as its essential goals, with 
democratic institutions as the means to achieve them. This has been 
part of the political rhetoric of democracy from the preamble of the U.S. 
Declaration of Independence to Franklin D. Roosevelt’s articulation of 
the four democratic freedoms in his 1941 State of the Union address. 
Similarly, Larry Diamond lists political liberties, participation rights of 
citizens, equal justice before the law, and equal rights for women as four 
of the core democratic values.7 Even if individuals might not understand 
the institutional procedures of democracy, their desire for freedom and 
liberty may generate support for democracy as a means to these goals. In 
principle, other forms of government might seek to achieve these same 
goals; but in practice, it is contradictory for autocratic regimes to protect 
the freedom and liberties of the citizenry. 
 Earlier surveys in several developing nations have found that refer-
ences to freedom, liberties, and rights were the most common answers 
in defining the meaning of democracy. For instance, Janos Simon found 
that liberty and basic rights were the first answer given by a majority of 
the public in four of the five East European nations he studied.8 Refer-
ences to liberty, freedom, and equality also accounted for the plurality 
of responses in surveys in Africa and Latin America.9

 While scholarly definitions of democracy focus on the political, there 
may also be a third, social dimension to public images of democracy—
especially in low-income nations. A social-democratic conception of de-
mocracy can include such social rights as social services, providing for 
those in need, and ensuring the general welfare of others. Some propo-
nents of this view argue that the democratic principles of political equal-
ity and participation are meaningless unless individuals have sufficient 
resources to meet their basic social needs. Indeed, even Roosevelt’s four 
freedoms included the freedom from want.
 Furthermore, one hears frequent claims that support for democracy 
in developing nations merely signals a desire for a higher standard of 
living.10 To the extent that democracy is identified with affluent, ad-
vanced industrial societies, the endorsement of democracy may mean 
a desire to achieve this same economic—but not necessarily the same 
political—standard. This orientation would lead people to cite economic 
improvement, social welfare, and economic security as key elements of 
democracy. For example, a 1990 survey asked East Europeans to choose 
between three political and three economic values that they considered 
most important to their country’s democratic development; most people 
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equated democracy with the economic values of prosperity, equality, 
and security.11

 These three broad alternatives—institutions and procedures, free-
dom and liberties, and social benefits—constitute the primary substan-
tive choices in defining democracy. Certainly people will offer other 
responses if asked to define democracy spontaneously. Yet the extent 
to which democracy is defined in terms of these three broad choices 
provides a framework to assess the high levels of public support for de-
mocracy in recent public-opinion surveys and the implications of these 
democratic aspirations. Each alternative has different implications for 
the interpretation of public opinion toward democracy and the principles 
that guide the democratization process.

Measuring Public Understanding of Democracy

 How do contemporary publics understand the meaning of democra-
cy? To address this quesion, we assembled the major crossnational sur-
veys that have asked a common open-ended question on the meaning of 
democracy.12 The value of the open-ended format is that it allows (and 
requires) respondents to define democracy in their own words. This is a 
more rigorous test of democratic understanding than providing a list of 
items which respondents rate as important. Our methodology requires 
that respondents actively articulate their understanding of democracy.
 The Postcommunist Citizen Project adopted a question on democ-
racy’s meaning in its surveys of five newly democratized East Euro-
pean nations in the early 1990s. The Afrobarometer, the East Asia Ba-
rometer, and the Latinobarómetro adopted a version of this question in 
their regional surveys in the early 2000s. The Asia Foundation asked 
about the meaning of democracy in Afghanistan and Indonesia, while 
the New Soviet Citizens Project surveyed Russian and Ukrainian public 
opinion. We expand the breadth of the empirical evidence by merging 
these separate projects, which yields results from 49 nations. This in-
cludes surveys in four established democracies (Austria, Japan, Spain, 
and the United States) to provide a reference point for the developing 
nations.13

 Figure 1 displays the findings grouped into five global regions, with 
responses coded into five categories that are averaged across the nations 
in the region.14 The top of each bar displays the percentages who define 
democracy in terms of freedoms, civil liberties, and citizen rights.15 This 
includes freedom of speech, political liberty, protection of individual 
rights, or freedom to participate. The second level presents responses 
that involve democratic institutions or the democratic political process, 
which includes such responses as rule by the people, elections, majority 
rule, or open and accountable government. The third category displays 
responses broadly classified as social benefits, which include social and 
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economic development, equality or justice, or peace and stability. The 
fourth category describes miscellaneous responses that cannot be coded 
under another heading. Often this category reflects the different coding 
schemes used in the separate projects, so it becomes a residual category 
for responses that do not fit the other categories.16 The bottom part of 
each bar displays the percentages who do not offer any substantive defi-
nition. To those individuals, democracy is a concept largely devoid of 
meaning.
 It is significant that most people in most nations do offer some defi-
nition of democracy. In the four established democracies in this set, 
about a quarter of the public did not provide any definition of democ-
racy (23 percent), illustrating that even in these nations some citizens 
have limited political knowledge. The percentage of those who provide 
a definition of democracy in established democracies is not significantly 
different from the average percentage in the world’s other regions. Af-
robarometer respondents are actually more likely to offer a definition 
of democracy than are Spaniards or Japanese, and a large majority in 
several Asian and Latin American nations also offer definitions. Indeed, 
even in mainland China—which has very low income levels, a large 
peasantry, and limited democratic experience—two-thirds of the public 
can express what democracy means to them. Only in Brazil in 2001 and 
in Indonesia in 1999 did a majority of the public not offer a response. 
Several other Latin American nations also score relatively low in demo-
cratic awareness, which also appears in other Latinobarómetro surveys.
 Awareness of the term “democracy” and a willingness to express a 
definition are initial indications of the depth of contemporary demo-
cratic understanding. More important, of course, is the content of these 
definitions. Here also the results differ from what many of the skeptics 
have assumed. 

Figure 1—The Meaning oF DeMocracy
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 Strikingly, democracy is broadly identified in terms of freedom and 
civil liberties.17 In most nations, these democratic outcomes are what 
most people think of when they define democracy. Definitions refer-
encing elections, majority rule, and other such democratic procedures 
and institutions are only about half as frequent as those citing freedom 
and liberty. People seem to understand that electoral and constitutional 
democracy is not sufficient. To most people, the real meaning of democ-
racy is in what it produces. 
 The breadth of freedom-and-liberty responses across a wide array of 
nations is impressive. We might expect such rights consciousness in the 
United States, and it clearly appears in the U.S. responses. Yet even in 
poor nations such as Afghanistan and Zambia—which have modest lit-
eracy levels, low living standards, and limited access to media and other 
information sources—the average person primarily cites examples of 
freedoms and liberties when asked what democracy means to them. It is, 
perhaps, a testament to the positive attraction of democracy that citizens 
in even the most unlikely national circumstances understand democracy 
by its political benefits.
 Relatively few people define democracy in terms of social benefits 
(only about a tenth of respondents do so). This heading includes refer-
ences to social equality, justice, and equality of opportunities, rather 
than blatant economic benefits such as employment, social welfare, or 
economic opportunities. For instance, a relatively large percentage of 
the public in South Korea, Mongolia, South Africa, and Chile define 
democracy in terms of social benefits, but in each case more than three-
quarters of these responses involve social justice and equality, and only 
a small percentage deal with social and economic benefits. These results 
undercut claims that supporters of democracy really mean they want 
higher living standards and similar benefits.
 A basic understanding of democracy has apparently diffused widely 
around the globe. Even if one agrees that the depth of understanding has 
limits, the responses themselves indicate the ideas that contemporary 
publics associate with democracy.18 Instead of assuming that democracy 
is a Western concept, understood only by affluent and well-educated 
citizens in established, advanced industrial democracies, these patterns 
suggest that democracy embodies human values and that most people 
understand these principles. 

The Roots of Democratic Understanding

 It is surprising that a large proportion of the public in developing na-
tions defines democracy in liberal-democratic terms. Even if these are 
only “questionnaire democrats”—an interpretation that we reject—it is 
still remarkable that citizens with limited democratic experience know 
the “correct” answers. 
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 How can we explain this broad public understanding of democracy? 
One possibility is a model of diffusion, which suggests that democratic 
norms and aspirations spread across the globe because of their natural 
appeal as well as from the advocacy of international groups.19 Accord-
ing to this logic, people are drawn to democracy once they understand 
its potential benefits. The shopkeeper in Cincinnati, Ohio, knows what 
it means to have freedom and liberty to live one’s own life, and a peas-
ant in China who learns about democracy can also understand this ideal 
even if it is unrealized in his nation. Moreover, confronting a life with-
out freedom and liberty, the Chinese peasant might be even more aware 
of the consequences of an autocratic regime, and the potential advan-
tages of democracy in providing basic human rights. If this logic is cor-
rect, then public understanding of democracy should be weakly related 
to national conditions, such as the democratic experience or affluence of 
the population. 
 Alternatively, a logic of learning suggests that ideas about democ-
racy are learned from democratic experience. For instance, political 
elites in eastern Germany in the early 1990s expressed as much support 
for democracy as elites from western Germany, but deeper democrat-
ic values such as political tolerance apparently developed from actual 
democratic experience.20 Similarly, others have argued that people in 
emerging democracies generally express democratic aspirations when 
asked whether they support democracy as a regime form, but that their 
understanding of democracy’s meaning requires some degree of demo-
cratic experience.21 If this logic is correct, then public understanding of 
democracy should be related to national conditions, such as democratic 
development.
 To examine these rival ideas, we compared the economic and politi-
cal characteristics of nations to their respective publics’ understandings 
of democracy. Affluent societies with better-educated publics might be 
more likely to define the concept of democracy, while their level of 
wealth may also affect the content of democratic definitions. A popu-
lar lore presumes that people in less-developed nations are more likely 
to equate democracy with social benefits and a higher living standard. 
Similarly, we might expect that a freedoms-and-liberties consciousness 
is more common in affluent societies. It also seems reasonable to as-
sume that more democratic nations would have citizens who are better 
able to define democracy, and who would perhaps hold images of de-
mocracy that focus on freedoms and liberties and the political process, 
rather than social benefits.
 We examined these ideas with surveys from the 49 nations included 
in our comparison set. Although one might expect national affluence 
to correlate with the percentage of the public that gives “don’t know” 
responses, this relationship is not statistically significant.22 Respondents 
in poor nations are almost as likely to express some definition of democ-
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racy as affluent publics, and even the content of these definitions var-
ies only slightly according to the level of national affluence. Wealthier 
publics are slightly less likely to define democracy in terms of its social 
benefits; but these differences are not statistically significant. Similar-
ly, the level of democratic development—as measured by the Freedom 
House—is essentially unrelated to the percentage of respondents who 
give “don’t know” responses. 
 There is, however, some evidence that the content of democratic un-
derstanding changes with democratic experience (see Figure 2). Higher 
levels of democracy are significantly related to a greater emphasis on 
freedom and liberty (r=0.34), while democratic development is nega-
tively associated with a focus on institutional and procedural definitions 
of democracy (r=-0.36). People in the least democratic nations—such as 
China, Uganda, and Zimbabwe—associate democracy with such politi-
cal processes as majority rule and free and fair elections. With increas-
ing democratic development, however, the emphasis shifts to freedom 
and liberties. For instance, U.S. respondents were asked only for a single 
definition of democracy and 68 percent of respondents cited freedom 
and liberties (the upper right point in figure 2), while Chinese, who were 
asked for three definitions, mentioned freedom and liberties only 23 
percent of the time (the lower left point).
 Early studies of political culture and political development often dis-
counted the ability or the willingness of the public in developing nations 
to understand or embrace democracy.23 Our results provide a more posi-
tive picture of democratic awareness and the breadth of citizen under-
standing. Many individuals in these nations may not fully comprehend 

Figure 2—DeMocraTic DeveloPMenT 
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the exact details of their democratic definitions, but that they cite broad 
principles of liberal democracy is a notable positive finding. Moreover, 
the identification of democracy with greater freedom and liberty has 
broadly diffused across the globe, articulated by publics even in unlikely 
political and economic circumstances. 

Examples of Democratic Learning

 According to the logic of democratic learning, people should learn 
democracy’s meaning by experiencing a new democratic order, while 
new incentives and civic-education efforts may also influence their un-
derstanding. Put simply, citizens’ democratic understanding should be 
the sum of their individual experiences. 
 To test this logic, we assembled time-series trends on public under-
standing of democracy from seven nations that had recently undergone a 
democratizing regime change: Afghanistan, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, 
Indonesia, Lithuania, Poland, and Romania.24 Because we can compare 
responses from the period immediately following democratization with 
those from a few years thereafter, these nations provide fertile ground 
for examining whether and how citizens’ understanding of democracy 
shifts in response to a change of regime. 
 Figure 3 combines results from all seven nations for the first survey 
after the democratic transition, and a second survey several years lat-
er.25 Citizens’ understanding of democracy generally does increase with 
democratic experience. Except in Poland, where the decline was small, 
all other countries witnessed significant decreases in the “don’t know” 
responses. The increased awareness of democracy was most salient in 

Figure 3—changes in Meaning oF DeMocracy Following a 
DeMocraTic TransiTion
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Afghanistan, where the share of “don’t know” responses dropped 32 
percentage points in two years, suggesting that democratic understand-
ing can be learned in a short period of time. Moreover, several of the 
first surveys were conducted a few years after the democratic transi-
tion, which implies that democratic learning might be even greater if we 
could do true pre- and post-transition comparisons. 
 In terms of the substance-of-democracy definitions, institutional and 
political-process definitions increase for this set of nations. This striking 
phenomenon occurs across all seven countries, and runs contrary to our 
earlier finding that greater democratic experience leads citizens to em-
phasize freedom and liberty, rather than the processes of democracy. At 
the same time, the propensity to define democracy in terms of freedoms 
and liberties also increases slightly between the two waves of surveys, 
and this may be understated because of changes in the coding of re-
sponses.26 In the two nations with the same coding methodology in both 
waves—Afghanistan and Indonesia—definitions based on freedom, lib-
erty, and rights increased by 14 percent between the two waves.
 Rates of change appear to differ between countries at different stages 
of economic development. For instance, the Czech Republic and Hun-
gary saw relatively minor changes over time, while countries ranking 
lowest on both indices—Afghanistan and Indonesia—witnessed some 
of the largest changes. It may be that people in more affluent countries 
are more educated and have more opportunities to receive information 
about, or even to interact with, democratic societies—which in turn 
fosters familiarity with the concept (if not the practice) of democracy 
even before democratic transitions take place. These conditions do not 
apply to most citizens in less-developed countries that are experiencing 
democratization.
 A comparison of our cross-sectional and time-series results pro-
vides an intriguing contrast. The cross-sectional results suggest that 
perceptions of freedom and liberty grow with democratization, while 
the cross-temporal results are ambiguous on this point. Democratization 
may strengthen public emphasis on liberties and rights, but it also may 
be that democracy finds a more fertile ground for development where 
people are more conscious of the liberties and rights that are embedded 
in a democratic-political order.

Lessons for Democratization

 The recent global public-opinion surveys on attitudes toward democ-
racy should reshape our basic images of democracy’s popular base. Evi-
dence from the World Values Survey and regional Barometer surveys 
demonstrates broad public support for democracy as a form of govern-
ment, even in many undemocratic settings. Our research indicates that 
support for democracy is more than a hollow expression on behalf of an 
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unknown concept, because most citizens of most developing nations are 
capable of imputing meaning to democracy in their own words. 
 Equally important, people most often think of democracy in terms of 
the freedoms, liberties, and rights that it conveys, rather than in terms 
of institutional structures and governmental processes. This implies that 
the popular appeal of democracy lies not in its procedures for elections 
and governance, but rather in the freedom and liberty that democracy 
provides. Even in less-developed nations, relatively few people equate 
democracy with such social benefits as a higher living standard, secure 
employment, or personal security. 
 These different definitions of democracy also shape citizen attitudes 
toward democracy. According to Michael Bratton and his associates, 
Africans’ ability to define democracy has a significant and independent 
effect on their demand or support for democracy. As Bratton and his 
team explain, “understanding of democracy is a top-ranked element ex-
plaining why some Africans demand democracy and others do not.”27 
 Generally, our findings suggest that the broad popular support for 
democracy displayed in contemporary public-opinion surveys is legiti-
mate, as endorsements of democracy are typically paired with reasonable 
definitions of democracy’s meaning. We should be cautious about read-
ing too much into public definitions of democracy, because democracy 
requires more than an understanding of the term. Yet the extent of liber-
al understandings of democracy indicates a level of political awareness 
that previous research on the political culture of developing nations did 
not recognize. Indeed, these patterns suggest that democratic aspirations 
reflect deeper human values for control over one’s life and individual 
freedom that are readily understood by people across the world.28 
 The popular emphasis on freedom and liberty also holds implications 
for democracy-promotion efforts. Governments and international agen-
cies often focus their democracy-building activities on the institutional 
elements of democracy. These are important parts of the democratic pro-
cess. Yet people are naturally drawn to the freedoms, liberties, and rights 
that democracy can provide, which suggests that public-education efforts 
might more consciously link democratic procedures to their potential to 
produce the freedoms that people desire. Put simply, the respondents in 
these surveys are telling us that democracy is more than a form of gov-
ernment, and these political benefits are most salient to them. 
 Our findings also suggest that our previous thinking about citizens in 
developing nations has not done them justice. Most often, analysts have 
described these publics as passive subjects, often tolerating or endorsing 
various forms of autocratic government.29 To paraphrase Adlai Steven-
son, research suggested that people get the type of political system they 
deserve—so less democratic nations must have less democratic publics. 
Now that we can finally systematically study public opinion in the de-
veloping world, the democratic potential among the citizenry is greater 
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than previously presumed. It should not be surprising that people want 
freedom, liberty, and control over their lives—and that they see democ-
racy as a means of achieving these goals.
 We realize that one must be cautious in placing too much emphasis 
on broad categories of responses coded from open-ended questions, and 
some caution is warranted. One expects that when an American or an 
Austrian discusses the meaning of democracy, that person draws upon 
greater understanding and experience than is available to residents in 
a newly democratizing nation. Yet there is a surprising awareness of 
democracy, even in unexpected places, and respondents’ emphasis on 
freedom and liberty suggests that democracy’s worth is readily recog-
nized by those who value such principles.
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